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ABSTRACT

Touch the Earth aims to establish a meaningful connection between university students experiencing mental health difficulties and the therapeutic advantages inherent in the natural world. The Touch the Earth program currently concentrates its efforts on an outdoor activity initiative at Georgia State University (GSU) within the Recreational Services Department. This thesis applies the principles of biophilic graphic design and Nature Rx initiatives to revitalize, redefine, and educate GSU students on effective strategies to enhance their mental well-being through a strategic rebranding and the creation of informative and promotional materials. The
thesis endeavors to raise awareness, educate, and encourage GSU students to actively participate in the program and harness the therapeutic benefits of nature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphic design is a powerful tool in the field of health promotion and addressing stigmas. The American Psychiatric Association (APA) emphasizes the importance of reducing stigmas around mental health issues through strategic communication, with graphic design emerging as a vital player in this effort. By crafting visual materials that resonate with cultural nuances and address the unique experiences of communities, designers can contribute to an atmosphere in which seeking counseling services can be seen as a culturally competent and normative form of self-care.

There is a growing recognition of the urgent need to approach visual communication with a strong ethical sense, especially in today's complex sociocultural environment. Renowned designer David Berman sheds light on this crucial aspect in his influential book, *Do Good Design*, where he meticulously dissects the concept of design responsibility and its far-reaching consequences. Berman argues that designers carry a special burden: they have the power to utilize their creative abilities for the betterment of society, navigating the delicate balance between aesthetics and ethical considerations. As we delve deeper into this thesis, we can begin to realize the profound impact that graphic design can have on addressing societal challenges.

Berman's insights emphasize the crucial need for designers to go beyond aesthetics and adopt a comprehensive approach. The concept of cultural competence in design emerges as a central and resonating theme, aligning perfectly with the core principles of this exploration. When designers wield their skills with cultural sensitivity, design becomes an influential channel that breaks down barriers and fosters inclusivity. By incorporating cultural competence and inclusivity into graphic design, we can actively contribute to creating an environment that is more supportive. The intention is to go beyond mere visual representation and delve into how
graphic design can serve as a powerful instrument for driving broader societal change. Specifically, this entails promoting mental wellness, building resilience, and ensuring equal access to support services for individuals who encounter distinct obstacles while navigating their way through higher education's terrain. Ultimately, the goal is to cultivate a space where students feel empowered to seek counseling services without the fear of being judged or alienated.

Over the past two decades, numerous reports from higher education professionals have drawn attention to the increasingly complex concerns relating to mental health among students in postsecondary education.¹ The mental health of college students is a significant issue for society at present. According to survey data, the universality of college students' mental health problems is increasing year by year, most of which are anxiety, depression, interpersonal problems, and the effects of academic pressure.² More recently, universities have implemented nature-based therapy programs to aid in providing additional services to support their students using the theory of biophilia as it’s foundation. Nature has proven to present a full range of physical, mental, and social health benefits, as in reducing stress, anxiety, and depression.³ In response to the rising incidence of mental health challenges experienced by college students, there remains a pressing need for further investment in mental health resources and support services.

The Touch the Earth program (Figure 1.1) is an outdoor activity initiative at Georgia State University (GSU) within the Recreational Services Department, offering students amazing opportunities to explore and immerse themselves within nature. But many students are unaware of this program’s existence. Navigating college life in downtown Atlanta can be stressful; this thesis aims to promote GSU’s Touch the Earth program and establish a meaningful connection

¹ Duffy, Anne et al., “Mental Health Care for University Students,” 885–87.
between university students experiencing mental health difficulties and the therapeutic advantages inherent in the natural world. Moreover, this thesis exploration will also apply the principles of biophilic graphic design to revitalize, redefine, and educate GSU students on effective strategies to enhance their mental well-being through a strategic rebranding and the creation of informative and promotional materials.

**Figure 1.1** GSU Touch the Earth Program, Georgia State University

### 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review will discuss topics and research findings to support this thesis exploration. Beginning with mental health concerns faced by college students at large and how implementing a nature-based therapy (Nature Rx) initiatives can present students with an additional service in addressing these concerns. With Georgia State being an urban, predominately black institution, I was eager to learn how the history of the relationship between nature and African Americans can influence implementing a program like Nature Rx at an institution like such. Also relevant to this review is examining the role of graphic design in health promotion, specifically mental health promotion.
2.1 Mental Health Concerns Amongst College Students

Colleges and universities are being forced to face the impact and escalation of mental health challenges among student populations. The national Healthy Minds Survey found that in the 2022-23 academic school year, reported that 41% of students reported experiencing major to moderate depression, feeling “very sad” or “so depressed that they couldn’t function,” while 36% of students reported symptoms of anxiety. Navigating through an urban campus like GSU can present its own set of unique stressors like obstacles related to transportation, financial strain, social injustice, violence, various forms of loss related to COVID-19, academic responsibilities, employment, as well as relationships.

The two major groups represented among GSU’s student body are Black/African American students (43% of the student body) and first-generation college students (21%), per the university’s official records. The National Education Association discussed how these minority groups are the ones that are less likely to seek mental health services. Black students, alarmingly, are two-thirds less likely than white students to pursue mental health services on college campuses. In a detailed study, Dr. Mahogany Anderson of Eastern Michigan University, reveals why there’s a great deal of cultural mistrust for mental health providers among the African American community with seeking mental health support. She found that African Americans take more of an informal approach to addressing mental health concerns, often feeling there is “no need” for services. She also found common fears around being labeled as “mentally ill,” and the people used alternative modes of support such as receiving help from their church, friends or

---

4 Chen et al., “Psychiatric Symptoms and Diagnoses among U.S. College Students,” 442–49.
5 Healthy Minds Network (2023), Healthy Minds Study, year (2022-23) [Data set].
7 Flannery, Mary E., “The Mental Health Crisis on College Campuses.”
significant other verses seeking counseling or therapy from health professionals. In addition to the fear of being mislabeled, she found that African-Americans have a fear of sharing their emotions, getting treatment, appearing emotionally vulnerable, and being perceived as weak for seeking mental health support.

For first-generation college students (FGCS), especially those of color, these challenges are further exacerbated by the lack of familial guidance. Unlike their peers who benefit from familial guidance, these students must navigate through the unfamiliar terrain of academic norms, expectations, and the complexities of university life on their own. This navigation process extends beyond academics and significantly influences their social integration and overall college experience. Schuyler, Childs, and Poynton summarized 3 types of supports that can improve the overall experience of FGCS in their 2021 article “Promoting Success for First Generation Students of Color.” Their study concludes with the suggestion that clubs, programs, and environments that celebrate diversity, promote inclusivity, can help universities foster a sense of belonging among this vulnerable population.

In addition to the stigma surrounding mental health in the Black community, accessibility remains a major obstacle, particularly here at Georgia State. Former GSU Counseling and Clinical Services Director, Mikyta Daughtery (2013-2023), stated that since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic to now the number of students seeking counseling services at GSU has increased by 80%, yet the University Counseling Center (UCC) at Georgia State has lost five contracted counselors since 2020. As a result of this loss, one can determine that the workload

---

9 Anderson, Mahogany S., “Barriers to the Utilization of Mental Health Services,”
11 Schuyler, Childs, and Poynton, "Promoting Success for First Generation Students of Color."
and caseload significantly increased for the remaining counselors, further compounding the students' lack of access to mental health services on GSU’s campus. The UCC at GSU’s official website records conducting 8,000 appointments every year, but access is capped: students are only allowed up to 8 individual counselling sessions per academic year. Upon reviewing the GSU UCC’s available statistics and evaluating it based on the provision of services, there appears to be a significant disparity between the number students who the University’s counselling centers and the number of services provided.

2.2 Nature-based therapies

There has been quite a bit of research on nature-based therapy programs on college campuses, nature-based interventions and the specific benefits associated with improving mental health problems, as well as research on implementing these approaches in an urban setting and serving a minority demographic.

No predominately black institution (PBI) has yet implemented a nature-based therapy program on their campus and it’s important to understand why. The complex relationship between nature and Black Americans is deeply rooted in Black culture and history, long before slavery. It has many layers of love, discrimination, violence, hope, and joy. For generations African Americans have been cultivators of nature from tending to crops on plantations as enslaved people to farming and gardening as means of survival as well as seekers nature as a place of peace and joy. The marginalization of people of color throughout history has influenced different ethnic and cultural values toward outdoor recreation.

---

13 Counseling Center, “Frequently Asked Questions - Georgia State Counseling Center.”
14 Smith, “Creating Space for Nature Rx at Historically Black Colleges and Universities.”
15 Tolliver, “Why Black people are turning to gardening.”
16 Goodrid, “Racial Complexities of Outdoor Spaces.”
Despite the complex historical relationship that African Americans experienced with nature, trailblazers like Rue Mapp, founder of Outdoor Afro; Ron Griswell, founder of HBCUs Outside; and Tiffany Tharpe and Michelle Warren, co-founders of Black Girls Trekkin, have contributed to a positive narrative of the relationship that African Americans can have with nature. Outdoor Afro is an organization where Black people can meet, celebrate, and inspire connections to nature through activities ranging from fishing and hiking to kayaking and gardening. Black Girls Trekkin’ leads efforts to connect African Americans women with nature though cultural events, conservation projects, and outdoor activities. HBCUs Outside, a nonprofit organization currently partnering with 6 of 108 HBCUs across the nation (Florida A&M University, Tennessee State University, Howard University, Bowie State University, Elizabeth City State University, Hampton University, and Alabama A&M University) is committed to helping students attending Historically Black Colleges and Universities get outdoors and enjoy outdoor activities.

Among all kinds of people, nature and nature-based therapies have shown to have a profound impact on mental health and well-being since the early 1900s. The theory of biophilia, developed by Edward Wilson in 1984, explains how mankind has an inherent physiological desire to connect with nature and the different aspects of it. We witnessed this firsthand as healthcare professionals recommended nature-based interventions during COVID-19. Specifically how green and blue outdoor environments (gardens, parks, and water areas) demonstrated beneficial effects like reduced stress levels, improved moods, enhanced cognitive function, and increased feelings of happiness. In recent years studies conducted by various

---

17 Bratman et al., “Nature and mental health.”
18 Wilson, *Biophilia*.
19 Pouso et al., “Contact with Blue-Green Spaces.”
universities and outdoor programs further support how individuals who suffer from anxiety, depression, and other mental health issues can engage in activities such as forest bathing, gardening, mindfulness practices, and nature walks to experience the direct benefits associated with nature and tackling mental health concerns experienced widely.  

2.2.1 Nature-based therapy activities and their benefits

Forest bathing is a nature therapy originally developed in Japan as shinrin-yoku, meaning “taking in the forest air,” was developed in 1982 by Tomohide Akiyama of the Japanese Forestry Agency. This therapeutic technique can be described as “bathing in the forest atmosphere or taking in the forest through our senses.” When compared to urban environments, the forest environment can lower pulse rates and blood pressure, and walking in the forest environment favorably influences cardiovascular responses and helps reduce stress. The University of Washington located in Seattle, Washington State’s largest urban city, invites students to learn and participate in the art of forest bathing through a guided or self-led experience challenging participants to be present in the moment and immerse themselves in the environment in which they situate themselves. Studies have emphasized the significant benefits for the physiological and psychological health of university students participating in forest bathing, such as: (1) protecting the cardiovascular system via reductions in blood pressure and increased Natural Killer (NK) cells, which are white blood cells that destroy infected and diseased cells, like cancer cells; (2) maintaining mental health by alleviating, stress, and symptoms of depression and anxiety, as well as decreasing negative emotions—all of which are mental health concerns that

20 Berman et al., “Interacting with nature,” 300–305.
23 University of Washington Botanic Gardens.
large numbers of college students experience, per the previously cited survey conducted by Healthy Minds.

As previously stated, there aren’t any nature-based therapy programs implemented at PBIs, which presents a gap in research and services. However, horticulture therapy, commonly referred to as gardening, is a more common nature activity that is present on campuses of some HBCUs. While it’s not referred to a nature-based therapy activity in the context of their programs, HBCUs like the University of the District of Columbia (UDC) and Fort Valley State University (FVSU) have started community gardens where community members can plant and harvest fresh food while promoting the benefits of healthy eating. A study led by Siyuan Gao, explores the correlation between horticultural activity participation and positive mental characteristics and found that gardening can significantly improve students’ quality of life. Gao tested this study on a total of 160 college students, measuring the frequency of participation, length of participation, degree of investment, and degree of achievement. Students participated in various activities related to beautifying campus landscapes of 4 different universities. Results showed that students who gardened for less than an hour per week had experienced a more difficult mental state than students who participated in gardening activities for longer periods of time per week. Ultimately, this study concluded by recommending students who are having trouble maintaining a balanced mental state to participate in at least one or more gardening activities that for more than one our per week. 24

Practicing mindfulness and meditation constitute another nature-based activity that positively benefits mental health. This activity’s purpose is to develop experiences that foster psychological resilience, the ability to “bounce back” from the external stressors of life. In recent

24 Guo, “Horticultural Activities Participation and College Students’,” 9, 334.
explorations, labyrinth walking has emerged as a path to mindfulness and decreased stress. Labyrinth walks consist of a singular walking path with one entry leading to a central point of reflection. To exit one must simply retrace their steps back to the initial entry point.

Boardman, et al. conducted a study to determine whether labyrinth walks were more effective in reducing stress, than neighborhood strolls. The majority of prior research conducted on labyrinth walks concluded that how the walk is conducted and the environment in which the labyrinth is places are contributing factors to the meditative experience of this approach. For this study a 25’ 7-circuit labyrinth was constructed in a natural wooded area directly next to the site where the participants would spend most of their day. Twenty-six participants were split into 2 groups. The first group would participate in labyrinth walks and the second group would participate in a neighborhood walk within the vicinity of the site. To effectively compare results, a perceived stress scale questionnaire was administered to participants before and after the experiment’s trial period and cortisol levels, the primary hormone in balancing stress levels within the human body, were also monitored over the course of the study. Boardman’s study concluded that taking a labyrinth walk reduced stress and cortisol levels more than a neighborhood stroll, providing the effectiveness of labyrinth walk in reducing stress.25

Some universities are integrating labyrinths into the campus landscape for their community to help students cope with academic stress. No labyrinth has been constructed at a PBI, but there is a labyrinth on Emory University’s campus, one of Georgia State’s nearby neighbors.

The final reviewed nature-based therapy intervention is nature walks. Numerous studies agree to suggest that nature walks and being immersed in nature benefit participants not only

experiencing mental health difficulties, but also those who experience heightened stress levels. When comparing studies conducted in an urban verses natural area, research has provided evidence for walks conducted in natural environments lowering stress hormones and enhancing the rest and recover nervous system more efficiently. The study, “Natural or Urban Campus Walks and Vitality in University Students conducted by Shrestha, Di Blasi, and Cassarino evaluated the impact of natural and urban campus walks on the vitality, well-being, and overall experience of university students. Of the thirteen students who participated, most students lived in urban areas, while few resided rural areas. The students were randomly assigned to two groups designating which type of walk they would take; a nature walk or an urban walk. The nature walk took place along a river walk, immersed in vegetation. On the other hand, the urban walk took place on an urban built-up road passing by a hospital, commercial buildings and residential estates, with small patches of shrubbery but no trees on the route. Conclusions of this study revealed the nature walk was rated as having a considerably higher restorative potential than the urban walk, and common themes generated from the results were (1) “walking in nature is conducive to being more present in the moment and self-aware”; (2) “a walk in nature as a mood enhancing experience”; (3) “nature has the potential to restore energy levels.”

2.3 The Role of Graphic Design in Health Promotion

Graphic design, is a powerful communicative medium that influences the way we perceive information, interpret messages, and ultimately how we think, feel, and act. Through strategic use of visual elements such as imagery, color, and typography, design harnesses the ability to shape our understanding of the environments around us. The Health Benefit Model serves as a framework in understanding the role of graphic design in health promotion and how

---

26 Shrestha et al., “Natural or Urban Campus Walks.”
design influences health behavioral changes by addressing susceptibility, severity, and benefits to action. Moreover, how graphic design can also address common barriers to behavior change, such as lack of knowledge, misconceptions, and practical constraints by providing practical tips, actionable steps, and motivational messages that empower individuals to seek support.27

Guidelines from the APA emphasize the importance of imagery representation in mental health materials, particularly in promoting inclusivity and reducing stigma. Using images that reflect multiple backgrounds and identities help individuals feel seen, validated, and understood. By incorporating images that display a variety of races, genders, and ethnicities, intervention materials can communicate messages of inclusivity and accessibility, encouraging individuals to engage with the content.28

Color in relation to design is a vital component of health promotion efforts because color can influence emotions and behaviors related to well-being through emotional association and perception. A study by Kaya and Epps examined college students’ color-emotion associations and investigated the reasons for students’ emotional reactions to each color. Their study concluded that warm, bright, and soothing colors (yellow, green, and blue) should be used within design to comfort and promote relaxation.29 These findings align with previous research that indicates exposure to green and blue outdoor environments (parks, gardens, and areas with water) reduces stress levels and improves cognitive function.

The role of typography in health promotion, specifically mental health promotion, remains briefly addressed in literature, but the APA does emphasize the importance of clear communication in visual materials. When it comes to typography and specific font choices there

are several guidelines that can enhance effectiveness and engagement: (1) readability, choosing fonts that are easy to read from a distance like serif and sans-serif fonts; (2) legibility, selecting fonts with well-defined letterforms that are easy to distinguish from one another; (3) consistency, maintaining consistent font choices throughout the design to create a cohesive look. Just as colors can evoke emotions, fonts can too. A study conducted by Vikas Singla examined the semiotics linked to serif, sans-serif, and display font styles. By conducting a focus group, the study concluded that serif fonts can be perceived as classic, formal, serious, practical, and dignified. Sans-serif fonts are generally perceived as modern, clean, progressive, and cool, and a display font evokes feelings of fun and excitement.30

3 GSU OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL SERVICES: TOUCH THE EARTH PROGRAM

SWOT ANALYSIS

Nature holds a significant importance for individuals, specifically college students navigating higher education while facing significant stressors. To thoroughly evaluate the Touch the Earth Program at Georgia State University, the primary focus of my thesis exploration, I will utilize the SWOT analysis method. SWOT, an acronym for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, is a planning tool commonly employed to assess the internal and external factors affecting an organization or initiative. By conducting a SWOT analysis of the Touch the Earth Program, I will gain a deeper understanding of its current state, identify areas of success and potential improvement, and develop a strategic plan to enhance its effectiveness in promoting mental health support among college students.

3.1 Strengths

The Touch the Earth program (TTE) at Georgia State University is a comprehensive initiative that aims to immerse students in a diverse range of outdoor activities and resources. The program's primary objective is to foster engagement, personal growth, and a sense of community among the student body. At the heart of the program lies a well-equipped outdoor equipment rental service, which grants students access to the necessary gear for outdoor pursuits, such as hiking, camping, rock climbing, and water-based sports. This service ensures that students, regardless of their previous experience or expertise, can safely and comfortably participate in these outdoor adventures, providing them with the essential tools and equipment required to fully embrace the natural world and engage in these enriching activities.

In addition to offering equipment rental services, Touch the Earth curates a wide array of trips and excursions designed to immerse students in diverse outdoor recreational experiences. From the thrill of archery and the adventure of caving to the serenity of hiking and the exhilaration of kayaking, these meticulously planned outings allow students to discover the breathtaking natural beauty of Georgia and beyond. Whether it's scaling the majestic rock formations at Foster Falls or navigating the serene waters of the Chattahoochee River, these excursions provide students with opportunities to push their boundaries, broaden their perspectives, and forge enduring bonds with their fellow participants.

TTE also features a valuable component known as the Challenge Program, which aims to equip students with a diverse range of essential skills through engaging, hands-on learning experiences. The Challenge Program offers students innovative and immersive opportunities to hone their teamwork, communication, and leadership abilities. These experiential learning activities, which can encompass team-building exercises, problem-solving challenges, and
collaborative group initiatives, provide students with practical, real-world applications to cultivate crucial life skills. By participating in the Challenge Program, students not only develop these critical competencies but also foster a strong sense of camaraderie, cooperation, and unity within their peer group.

The inclusion of an indoor rock-climbing wall on campus offers students a convenient and readily available space to participate in the physically challenging and cognitively engaging activity of rock climbing. This climbing facility serves as a valuable resource, catering to both novice climbers who seek instruction and guidance, as well as experienced climbers who can refine and improve their skills within a controlled and supervised setting. The presence of this indoor rock-climbing wall on the university campus allows students to explore and develop their rock-climbing abilities, fostering physical fitness, mental acuity, and a sense of accomplishment, all while having access to this specialized recreational amenity right on campus.

3.2 Weaknesses

One of the primary challenges that TTE faces is that many students don’t know it exists, or how to access TTE if they do know it exists. TTE is part of GSU’s Student Recreation Center, which is a prominent building on the Atlanta campus, but finding out about TTE’s services requires a) knowledge that the program exists; and b) effort to discover everything TTE offers. TTE’s offices are difficult to find for anyone not intimately familiar with the Student Recreation Center building. TTE’s front door is tucked away in a dark corner, not visible from a main street (Figure 3.1).
Once I found the TTE offices, I went through the process of renting a bicycle. I got to chatting with a few of the student employees that work for TTE. They told me that marketing was another of TTE’s primary challenges. All events are posted on the Student Recreation Center’s social media channels including Instagram and X (formerly known as Twitter) (Figure 3.2). After viewing their social media accounts, however, I was shocked to discover that there hadn’t been any Instagram posts since August 10, 2023, nor any X posts since August 14, 2023 (Figure 3.3). The next most-recent post was from June 11, 2022 (Figure 3.4). With a year-long gap between posts, and only one post during the 2023-24 academic school year, it’s clear that the Student Recreation Center and TTE do not currently have a robust social media marketing presence – proving that the TTE students’ insights were accurate.

A calendar and equipment rental information are located on TTE’s website, along with a full list of upcoming event and excursions (Figure 3.5). At the moment, this site appears to be the sole source of information for students interested in participating in TTE’s programs and activities. However, without social media posts calling students’ attention to the website, it
seems unlikely that students would stumble across this valuable information unless they knew or heard about TTE elsewhere.

Figure 3.2 GSU Recreational Services social media 1, X
Figure 3.3 GSU Recreational Services social media 2, Instagram

Figure 3.4 GSU Recreational Services social media 3, Instagram
3.3 Opportunities

Many of TTE’s events align directly with activities that have proven to be successful in Nature Rx programs that organizations have led or at other colleges and universities. Therefore, a great opportunity exists to positively impact GSU students’ mental and emotional wellbeing. Promoting students’ physical, emotional, and social health also ties directly into GSU’s new Strategic Plan, entitled Blueprint to 2033. Goal two under “Identity, Placemaking, and Belonging,” outlines creating inviting, sustainable, and accessible physical and social places where people feel safe and want to learn, study, work, live, play, and connect. Under this goal, the plan emphasizes expanding services to promote the physical, emotional, and social health of students, staff, and faculty. These opportunities place TTE in a favorable position: their services already exist and fit into the University’s overall vision for the future.
3.4 Threats

Threats to TTE are few in number, but still important to note. Some students might view participating in TTE activities as a substitute for professional mental health counseling. For students with persistent or severe mental health challenges, not seeing a therapist or clinician regularly could be dangerous. The other threat is one of scale; should TTE become a widely popular service on campus, the available resources might not be able to keep up with demand, forcing some students to be left out of activities and events.

4 BRIDGING THE GAP: METHODOLOGY FOR TOUCH THE EARTH PROGRAM REBRAND AND NATURE RX IMPLEMENTATION

Given all the above, I decided to explore what a cohesive marketing campaign for TTE might look like and what it could do. My design approach is grounded on insights from biophilic design principles and visually compelling typography, imagery, and color that prioritizes clarity, accessibility, and engagement. Inspiring students to explore nature, its benefits, and reduce stigma associated with seeking mental health support.

4.1 Initial Creative Research

For creatively rebranding and developing TTE, I relied heavily on the theory of biophilia and the application of biophilic design. Biophilia is the inherent human inclination to affiliate with nature that even in the modern world continues to be critical to people’s physical and mental health and wellbeing. When applying biophilic design, there are three kinds of experiences of nature that form design framework. These include the direct experience of nature,
indirect experience of nature, and experience of space and place (Figure 4.1). The direct experience of nature refers to actual contact with environmental features in the built environment including natural light, air, plants, animals, water, and landscapes. The indirect experience of nature refers to contact the representation or image of nature, the transformation of nature from its original condition, or exposure to patterns and processes characteristic of the natural world. Lastly, the experience of space and place refers to spatial features characteristic of the natural environment that have advanced human health and wellbeing.\(^{32}\)

Initial creative research included assessing other nature-based therapy programs’ marketing materials, looking for any biophilic features. The University of Minnesota took an indirect approach, while Cornell’s marketing blended a direct and indirect approach. The University of Minnesota’s Center for Spiritual Health’s Nature Heals 30x30 Program collaborated with Lisa Rydin Erickson, an artist and digital illustrator, who specializes in nature illustrations. The illustrations include natural landscapes, plants, and animals, while utilizing natural colors (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). NatureRx@ Cornell’s website display natural landscapes that can be found around their campus, and uses those images to construct a digital map that helps viewers explore their local greenspaces (Figure 4.4).

\(^{32}\) Kellert, Stephen, and Calabrese, *The Practice of Biophilic Design.*
Figure 4.1 Attributes of Biophilic Design, 2015, Kellert and Calabrese
Figure 4.2 CSH Nature Heals 30x30 Program Website, University of Minnesota

Figure 4.3 Arboretum, 2015, Digital Illustration, Lisa Rydin Erickson
As I began researching brand identity, I looked at J2 Creative Agency’s provided visual identity work for the famous Love Park, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Figures 4.5 and 4.6). Their implementation included a modern color palette and creative messaging which appealed to the direction I took for my TTE campaign.
National Park logos, specifically badge logos (Figure 4.7) also piqued my interest when researching the creative direction for TTE. These logos make good use of indirect biophilic principles by displaying abstracted representations of the most prominent park landscapes. These images integrate the key environmental features the park has to offer. Ultimately, I combined the approaches from all these sources: bold natural color choices, impactful messaging, and celebrating Atlanta’s beautiful landscapes.
4.2 Developing the Touch the Earth Visual identity

To begin creating the visual identity for TTE, I created a word map (Figure 4.8) to develop a strategy for visual assets and to organize my thoughts. The human connection with nature became a reoccurring theme, which in turn provided a framework to supply visual inspiration for the developing the branding. The program's goal is to foster connections with nature and each other, so I wanted to ensure that the visual representation reflected these core values and objectives. Recognizing the program’s multifaceted offerings, I sought to showcase the diverse elements of nature with which participants engage with: bodies of water, lush landscapes, and towering mountains. The visual identity was crafted with careful consideration of both aesthetic appeal and functional clarity with the use of geometric shapes, natural hues, and bold lines (Figures 4.9). I also had to consider logo forms. From equipment identification to apparel design, TTE’s logo must be adaptable to multiple forms while still providing effective brand cohesiveness.
Figure 4.8 Word Map, Kennedy Burks
Figure 4.9 Touch the Earth Logo, Full-Color and 1 Color, Kennedy Burks

Figure 4.10 Touch the Earth Logo Breakdown, Kennedy Burks
4.3 Typography and Color

Typography and color choices were especially important when developing TTE’s brand identity. For this program to be promote services that contribute to participants’ quality of life, a foundation of trust must be built. Clear and concise messaging and judicious font choices that take psychological factors into account can help establish this trust. (Figure 4.11)
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Figure 4.11 Touch the Earth Typographic Selections, Kennedy Burks
I selected Poppins, a sans-serif font, was designated as the program’s primary typeface because its simplicity and readability makes it suitable for conveying important information clearly and effectively across digital and print platforms such as digital and print. Sentinel, a serif font, adds a touch of refinement and sophistication to the program’s branding and creates a harmonious contrast with Poppins modern simplicity. This classic serif style evokes a sense of tradition and authenticity, evoking credibility to the program’s identity—a key quality in effectively promoting services that improve health and well-being.

To further integrate biophilia into TTE’s visual identity, I selected hues that reference natural elements of nature such as water, sunshine, land, and plants. As mentioned in prior research, shades and tones of blue, green, and yellow contribute to reducing stress and anxiety, an added benefit of y color selections. I developed three colorways for the TTE brand manual: Nature’s Renewal, Earth’s Embrace, and Radiant Vitality. Nature’s Renewal embodies the lushness of nature, foliage, and flourishing landscapes, symbolizing growth renewal, and abundance. Earth’s Embrace represents the depth and tranquility of Earth’s skies and oceans, evoking feelings of calmness while also symbolizing harmony. Radiant Vitality represents the warmth and brightness of the sun, symbolizing joy, and positivity while evoking feeling of enthusiasm. These colorways represent the Touch the Earth program in a wholistic way, by reinforcing the program’s connection to nature. (Figure 4.12)
To expand the design assets for TTE, I introduced additional visual elements to enhance the program’s aesthetic appeal while reinforcing the program’s connection to nature. Incorporating a geometric pattern inspired by images of nature (indirect biophilic design) to infuses the visual identity with a sense of modernity and vibrancy. By intertwining shapes reminiscent of leaves, waves, flowers, and mountains, the asset emphasizes the harmony and connectedness with the environment (Figure 4.13).
EXHIBITION

The main goals for the exhibition were to educate viewers about biophilic design, to demonstrate how I applied those principles to the materials I produced, and to create an interactive experience that allowed people to experience the therapeutic benefits of the Touch the Earth Program at GSU. Upon entry, viewers were met with soothing natural sounds and an opening statement regarding the purpose of exploring this exhibit:

This gallery show invites visitors to delve into the intricate relationship between graphic design and the natural world, showcasing how biophilic design principles infuse artworks with the beauty and essence of nature, captivating viewers with their harmonious blend of natural elements and visual storytelling. At the heart of this gallery show lies the Touch
the Earth program, an approach to promoting mental wellness through immersive nature experiences, mindful practices, and environmental education, underscoring the profound impact that reconnecting with nature can have on our overall well-being.

Viewers also could see and touch some of the outdoor equipment available from Touch the Earth’s rental service (Figure 5.1).

![Figure 5.1 Touch the Earth Outdoor Equipment, Kennedy Burks](image)

The exhibit transitioned into defining Biophilia (Figure 5.2), outlining the three main ways we experience biophilia and biophilic design (Figure 5.3). Next, I presented the first design deliverable: the brand guide (Figure 5.4) I created for the TTE program. This guide includes the new TTE logo, information about the brand identity, colors and fonts, and illustrations and examples for how to use the brand guide when creating marketing materials and other content. Viewers could flip through the guide and understand the creative choices that carried through the
other deliverables presented within the exhibit. Following the brand guide, I presented a TTE brochure to help demonstrate how the brand guide could be directly applied in the creation of physical marketing materials. The brochure informed viewers on nature-based therapy practices and activities they can implement in their daily lives.

Figure 5.2 Touch the Earth Exhibition, Biophilia Definition, Kennedy Burks
Figure 5.3 Touch the Earth Exhibition, 3 Biophilic Characteristic Groups, Kennedy Burks

Figure 5.4 Touch the Earth Brand Guide, Kennedy Burks
Next, the exhibit transitioned into an experiential and interactive portion. I highlighted four nature-based therapy activities that the Touch the Earth Program at GSU offers or that are available in the Atlanta area, along with a description of each activity and its therapeutic benefits. First, I featured forest bathing, which is the practice of immersing oneself in a natural woodland setting and interacting with the sights, sounds, and scents of the forest. Forest bathers stroll leisurely, take deep breaths, and ground themselves in their surroundings. To advertise forest bathing as an option for GSU students, I created *A Step Towards Wellness* (Figure 5.5), a poster showcasing the brand’s modern and display typography and imagery of TTE participants on a guided weekend trip to Mount Yonah located an hour and forty minutes outside of Atlanta.
Second, *Reflect, Rebalance, and Refocus* (Figure 5.6), encourages viewers to engage in mindfulness and meditative practices, through a finger and eye labyrinth. These labyrinths involve tracing a circuitous route around an image, which focuses our attention on the present moment and calms our minds.\(^{33}\) Viewers had the opportunity to physically interact with the

\(^{33}\) Guo, “Horticultural Activities Participation and College Students,” 9, 334.
labyrinth on the poster. I also included a QR code that directs people to a webpage about local labyrinths.

Figure 5.6 Reflect, Rebalance, and Refocus, 2024, 24x36in, Print, Kennedy Burks
The third nature-based therapy activity highlighted within the exhibition is gardening, which brings about a feeling of calmness, helps reduce stress, and creates a sense of meaning and unity with nature. Gardening stimulates the senses, encourages social connections when done with others, and fosters personal development. Gardening directly correlates with the concept of transformation and growth, so planting something and watching it grow helps us reflect on changes in our lives. Overall, it’s a very rewarding activity. My poster Grow Together (Figure 5.7) showcases the brand’s bold color palette, and geometric floral illustrations. The plant-like forms on the poster are of varying heights, which represent different stages of personal growth that we might encounter.

While gardening offers us therapeutic benefits, what we can grow can be just as beneficial. Superfoods are foods that also have been shown to have a positive impact on our health. Berries are packed with lots of vitamins and nutrients and are shown to improve cognitive function and boost moods. Gallery visitors were invited to plant and take home their very own berry plant, along with instructions on how to tend to their plant and information on the benefits of the berry they selected (Figure 5.8).

---

34 Brookie, Best, and Conner, “Intake of Raw Fruits.”
Figure 5.7 Grow Together, 2024, 24x36in, Print, Kennedy Burks
Nature walks were the closing nature-based activity featured in the exhibition. Advantages for walking or hiking in natural settings include physical activity, fresh air, and exposure to sunlight. These elements can boost mood, decrease anxiety, and improve cognitive function. Visual elements for this section included photographs taken on walk I took during my time at GSU, at nearby places like Cascade Springs State Park, Stone Mountain Park, and the Atlanta Botanical Gardens. (Figure 5.10).

---

35 Shrestha et al., “Natural or Urban Campus Walks,” 2003.
Figure 5.9 Touch the Earth Nature Walk Section, Kennedy Burks
6 CONCLUSION

This thesis underscores the profound healing effects that nature can offer to individuals grappling with mental hardships and the transformative role that design can play as a positive catalyst in this process. Through this exploration, I've deepened my understanding of communication strategies that promote mental health support and the significance of design thinking and fostering inclusive and impactful solutions. As Tim Brown, executive chair of IDEO, aptly stated, “It's not ‘us versus them’ or even ‘us on behalf of them.’ For a design thinker it has to be ‘us with them,’” emphasizing the importance of collaborative and empathetic approaches in addressing complex challenges.36

One of the most challenging aspects of this exploration was creating an exhibition environment that captured and conveyed the benefits of nature to participants. However, this challenge also provided valuable insights into the potential of immersive and experiential design to evoke emotional responses and facilitate meaningful connections with nature. Moving forward, I'm eager to further explore and test how design can effectively support individuals experiencing socioeconomic issues such as homelessness and relational poverty. By leveraging design as a tool for empathy, innovation, and social impact I aspire to contribute to the creation of more equitable and compassionate communities where individuals can thrive.

36 Singh, Tanya, “What Is Design Thinking?”
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